When two-photon interactions are induced by down-converted light with a bandwidth that exceeds the pump bandwidth, they can obtain a behavior that is pulse-like temporally, yet spectrally narrow. At low photon fluxes this behavior reflects the time and energy entanglement between the downconverted photons. However, two-photon interactions such as two-photon absorption (TPA) and sum-frequency generation (SFG) can exhibit such a behavior even at high power levels, as long as the final state (i.e. the atomic level in TPA, or the generated light in SFG) is narrowband enough. This behavior does not depend on the squeezing properties of the light, is insensitive to linear losses, and has potential applications. In this paper we describe analytically this behavior for travellingwave down-conversion with continuous or pulsed pumping, both for high-and low-power regimes. For this we derive a quantum-mechanical expression for the down-converted amplitude generated by an arbitrary pump, and formulate operators that represent various two-photon interactions induced by broadband light. This model is in excellent agreement with experimental results of TPA and SFG with high power down-converted light and with entangled photons [Dayan et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 023005 (2004), 94, 043602, (2005, Pe'er et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 073601 (2005)].
the pump, assuming only that it is significantly narrower than the down-converted spectrum. The solution, namely the annihilation operators for the down-converted fields, is represented as a function of the down-converted spectrum, a property that is typically easy to calculate, estimate or measure.
In section III, we formulate quantum-mechanical operators that can represent multiphoton phenomena, specifically TPA, SFG and coincidence events, induced by any broadband light. By evaluating the expectation value of these operators, using the annihilation operators derived in section II, we obtain in section IV a generic analytic expression for two-photon interactions induced by broadband down-converted light, as a function of the pump spectrum and the down-converted spectrum. In section V we derive specific expressions for TPA, SFG and coincidence events induced by broadband down-converted light, and analyze their temporal and spectral properties. In section VI we give a brief summary of our results and add some concluding remarks.
II. SOLVING THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR BROADBAND DOWN-CONVERSION WITH AN ARBITRARY PUMP
In our derivations we have chosen to use a continuous-variables version of the formalism suggested by Huttner et al. [44] . This formalism represents the quantum fields in terms of space-dependent spectral mode operators a(ω, z), instead of time-dependent momentum mode operators a(k, t). The advantage is that unlike momentum modes, temporal modes are unchanged by a dielectric medium, reflecting the physical fact that while the energy density of the fields depends on the medium, the energy flux does not. Accordingly, a temporal periodicity, instead of a spatial periodicity is assumed in the quantization process. We have performed the transition to continuous variables (taking the temporal periodicity to infinity) following the guidelines of the same procedure in momentum and space [45] . Specifically, assuming a single polarization and a single spatial mode we may write:
(ω, z)e −iω(t−z/c) , E − (t, z) = E + (t, z) *
where S is the beam area, ε is the permittivity, andâ † (ω, z),â(ω, z) are the slowly varying complex amplitudes of the creation and annihilation operators of the electromagnetic field [46] . A major advantage of this formalism is the relative convenience at which we can define a momentum operatorĜ(z) for the electromagnetic field in a dispersive medium, and use it as the generator for space propagation. The equations (and hence the solutions) derived in the following resemble those attained by using the classical Maxwell equations, or by using the Hamiltonian for time propagation and replacing the spatial coordinate z by tc (see, for example, [47] ); however the derivation presented here is a multimode, continuum-frequency one, enabling us to take into account the specific spectrum of the pump and the fact that each signal mode is coupled by the pump to multiple idler modes, and vice versa.
The momentum operator related to the second-order nonlinear polarization is of the form [44, 48, 49, 50] :
where the subscripts s, i, p denote the signal, idler and pump modes, respectively, n s,i,p (ω s,i,p ) denote the corresponding indices of refraction, and with:
The primary assumption throughout our calculations is that the down-converted spectrum ∆ dc is considerably broader than the pump bandwidth δ p :
where we take ∆ dc to denote the bandwidth of the signal (or the idler) field (note that the signal and the idler have the same bandwidth). Having assumed a narrowband pump, we can safely neglect the dependence of χ (which is typically real) and ∆k on ω p , since typically the crystal's nonlinear properties vary only at much larger scales of frequencies, and write: β(ω p , ω) = β(ω), and ∆k(ω p , ω) = ∆k(ω). We thus write the equation of motion forâ s (ω, z) for undepleted, strong pump, replacingâ p (ω p , z) with the spectral amplitude of the classical pump field A p (ω p ):
The same can be formulated for the idler, which leads to:
where υ = ω P − ω P . For a stationary light field we can write [51] :
where
2 is the mean power (in units of photon-flux) of the pump field, and so:
A similar result can be obtained, for non-stationary, pulsed light with a final duration of τ p , by approximating:
This approximation reflects the fact that the spectral amplitude of a finite signal can be considered roughly constant within spectral slices that are smaller than 2π/τ , where τ is the signal's duration. Accordingly, since (under the condition of Eq. (4)) pulsed down-converted light has a duration which is always equal or shorter than the pump pulse, its spectral components may be regarded as constant over spectral slices that are smaller than 2π/τ p . For this reason it is safe to approximate:
obtaining the same result as with a stationary pump, except for the fact that the averaging I p = I p (t) is performed over the duration of the pump pulse. Thus, both for stationary and non-stationary pumps, Eq. (6) becomes:
The solution of Eqs. (5) and (11) is:
with:
The average photon flux spectral density for the signal and the idler fields is therefore [45] :
Since the down-converted spectrum can readily be calculated or measured for any specific down-conversion apparatus, we find it convenient to present our following calculations using n s,i (ω) as given parameters, thus avoiding the issue of evaluating χ(ω) and the other elements of β(ω) that determine the down-converted spectrum, and focusing on the behavior of two-photon interactions induced by such a light. Assuming that the down-conversion process occurred along a distance L, we denote:
thus obtaining the following simple expression forâ s,i (ω, L):
For good phase-matching conditions (i.e ∆k(ω) ≪ I p β(ω)), we get κ(ω) → 2πI p β(ω) and therefore ∆k(ω)/κ(ω) ≪ 1, in which case Eq. (16) can be further simplified to:
III. DERIVING OPERATORS FOR WEAK TWO-PHOTON INTERACTIONS INDUCED BY BROADBAND FIELDS
In this section we derive expressions for weak (perturbative) two-photon interactions induced by broadband fields. Limiting ourselves to low efficiencies of interaction, we neglect the depletion of the in-coming fields a 1,2 (ω, z) that induce the interaction. Therefore we suppress in the following their dependence on z, denoting a 1,2 (ω, z) = a 1,2 (ω, 0) = a 1,2 (ω). We begin with specific expressions for SFG and TPA, and then obtain a generic expression which will be used in the following sections.
A. SFG
For SFG, we use the nonlinear momentum operator of Eq. (2), replacingâ † p with the creation operator of the SFG modeâ † sfg :
This leads to the following approximation forâ sfg (Ω, z = L), where L is the overall length of the nonlinear medium:
where sinc(x) = sin(x)/x. Since we are interested only in the nonlinearly generated amplitude, we shall ignore the first term,â sfg (Ω, 0), in Eq. (21) . The overall SFG photon flux through the plane z = L for a given initial light state |ψ is therefore:
whereη sfg (t, L) is the photon flux amplitude operator:
taking Φ(ω, Ω) to include the coupling coefficient β(ω, Ω) and phase matching terms:
Using Taylor expansion about the center frequency of the SFG spectrum Ω 0 , ∆k(ω, Ω) can be separated into two terms, where one depends on Ω − Ω 0 and the other on ω − ω :
where the first two terms represents the difference between the group-velocities and between the group-velocity dispersions of the pump and the idler, and the second represents the difference between the group-velocities and between the group-velocity dispersions of the signal and the idler. In type-I phase-matching this implies a linear dependence on ω p versus a much weaker quadratic dependence on ω, since the group-velocities of the signal and the idler are identical:
Since the sinc function in Eqs. (21)- (24) results from integration over the exponent e i∆k , and since β(ω, Ω) depends very weakly on Ω, for good phase-matching conditions (i.e. small ∆k), the approximation ∆k(ω, Ω) ≈ ∆k(Ω, ω ) + ∆k(ω, Ω 0 ) enables us to represent the dependence of Φ(ω, Ω) as:
with
and with Ω 0 being the center frequency of the SFG spectrum. Assigning ξ ≡ Ω − Ω 0 we then rewrite the photon flux amplitude operator (Eq. (23)) as:
By applying Eq. (22), usingη sfg as defined in Eq. (29), we may evaluate the SFG intensity induced by any initial state |ψ of the light (note again that this expression is valid only as long as the up-conversion does not deplete the incoming fields).
B. TPA
Using second-order perturbation theory, very similar expressions can be derived for TPA. The interaction Hamiltonian of an atom and one spatial mode of the electromagnetic field takes the form of:
where µ kj = k|µ|j are the dipole moment matrix elements, ω kj = ω k − ω j , γ k , γ j are the level life times, and the summation is performed over all the combinations of the unperturbed atomic levels |j , |k . In order to evaluate the TPA amplitude, we may use the second-order approximation for the time-evolution operator that corresponds to this interaction Hamiltonian, taking only the terms that contribute to a transition from the initial (ground) level |g to the final level |f . Assuming the atom is initially in the ground state |g , the probability P tpa f for a light state |ψ to induce TPA can be represented as:
withη tpa (t) defined in a very similar way to Eq. (29):
where the subscripts g, n, f denote the ground, intermediate and final levels, respectively, and ξ = ω + ω ′ − ω f g . Once again, the subscripts 1, 2 denote the two spatial modes of the fields that induce the interaction. For convenience, we assume here that the atom is located at z 1 = z 2 = 0 along these modes. For non-resonant TPA, i.e. when the spectra of the inducing fields do not overlap with any resonant intermediate levels, the operator defined in Eq. (32) can approximated to:
where ω is the center frequency of the field in mode 1.
The similarity between Eq. (33) and Eq. (29) becomes evident if we denote:
and for non-resonant TPA :
where in both expressions we approximated
, since the atomic level linewidth (which defines the range over which ξ is integrated) is negligible compared to the optical frequencies.
C. A generic two-photon operator
In the next section we shall take advantage of the similarity between the expression for SFG and non-resonant TPA, and perform all the derivations using the following generic form for the probability amplitude of the final state of the nonlinear interaction:
By introducing the exponents e −iω1,2τ1,2 we take into account the possibility that the fieldsâ 1,2 (ω, 0) have propagated freely separately, accumulating temporal delays of τ 1,2 , respectively, before inducing the interaction. The final probability for the interaction, and hence the intensity I(t, τ 1 , τ 2 ) of the measured signal is then represented by:
The effect of any inhomogeneous broadening mechanism of the final level may be taken into account by evaluating the intensity I(Ω 0 ) of each homogeneously broadened subset with center frequency Ω 0 , and defining:
with P (Ω 0 ) being the probability distribution of the center frequency Ω 0 .
By assigning the appropriate expressions for g(ξ), f (ω, Ω 0 ), Eqs. (37)- (39) may represent SFG (using the definitions in Eq. (27)), TPA (using Eq. (35)), or non-resonant TPA (using Eq. (36)), as well as other two-photon interactions. For example, to evaluate the rate of coincidences of photons at some optical bandwidth ∆ around Ω 0 /2, we may assign:
where we assumed that the bandwidth ∆ is smaller than the optical frequency Ω 0 /2. Under these conditions,
, and so the overall intensity is simply proportional to the second-order correlation function between the fields :
, which is typically taken to represent coincidence events.
Finally, f (ω, Ω 0 ) may also represent any spectral filters Θ(ω) that are applied to the inducing light by denoting:
where we assume that the spectral filtering is constant within spectral slices that are narrower that the final state bandwidth, and so we may neglect the dependence on ξ. If this is not the case, than we should keep the dependence
. In the case of SFG, a spectral filter can be applied to the up-converted light as well, in which case its amplitude transmission function should multiply g(ξ).
IV. A GENERIC EXPRESSION FOR TWO-PHOTON INTERACTIONS WITH BROADBAND DOWN-CONVERTED LIGHT: THE COHERENT AND INCOHERENT SIGNALS
For the following derivations we shall assume that the signal, idler and pump fields have each a single spatial mode and polarization, that the down-conversion process occurred along a distance L, and that the signal and idler may then travelled along different paths, resulting in delays of τ s , τ i respectively, before inducing the nonlinear interaction. Note that in the following we consider only two-photon interactions that result from cross-mixing of the signal and the idler fields and not from self-mixing of the signal with itself or the idler with itself (the possible contribution of such self-mixing terms will be considered briefly later on). Assuming that good phase-matching conditions are achieved for down-conversion at some bandwidth ∆ dc , we use the expressions obtained forâ s,i (ω, L) (Eq. (17)) inâ 1,2 (ω, 0) of Eq. (37), respectively:
Operating on the initial vacuum state and using a(ω)a
The intensity I(t, τ s , τ i ) can therefore be separated to two components, which we will denote as the 'coherent' and the 'incoherent' signals:
In order obtain I ic (t), we shall change variables in Eq. (43):
and so:
Equations 45 and 47 can be calculated numerically by assigning the appropriate f (ω, Ω 0 ), g(ξ), the spectral amplitude of the pump A p (ω p ) and the power spectrum of the down-converted light n s,i (ω). However, these expressions can be further simplified analytically by making a few more reasonable assumptions, according to the specific nonlinear interaction that is being evaluated. Our only assumption so far was that the pump bandwidth δ p is significantly smaller than the down-converted spectrum ∆ dc . This assumption enabled us to neglect the dependence of ∆k on spectrum of the pump, and replace ω p , with its center value ω p . Similarly, we will assume that n(ω) and f (ω) are also roughly constant within spectral slices that are narrower than the pump bandwidth δ p . In order to simplify Eqs. (45) and (47), we will assume from here on that the bandwidth γ of the final-state g(ξ) is also significantly smaller than the down-converted bandwidth:
In TPA γ represents the bandwidth of the final level γ f , and in SFG it represents the possible (phase-matched) bandwidth for the up-conversion process. In accordance with this assumption we will neglect the dependence of n s,i on ξ, which leads to:
To further clarify these expressions, let us further restrict ourselves only to SFG and non-resonant TPA, for both of which we can approximate the amplitude of spectral function f (ω, Ω 0 ) to be some average value f 0 over some spectral bandwidth, ∆, when ∆ is taken to denote only the part of this spectrum that overlaps with the down-converted spectrum ∆ dc . We will not neglect, however, the phase of f (ω, Ω 0 ); specifically -let us assume that the signal and the idler have spectral phases of θ s (ω s ), θ i (ω i ), respectively (for example, due to spectral filters or a pulse-shaper). Thus we take f (ω, Ω 0 ) to be:
with ∆ ≤ ∆ dc . Let us also focus our attention from here on to two-photon interactions with a final-state frequency that is close to the pump frequency (as will soon become evident, outside this regime the coherent signal dies out, leaving only the incoherent signal):
We now define an "effective pulse" P e (t) which is the power of a pulse with a power-spectrum that is equal to : n e (ω) = n s (ω) + 1 n i (Ω 0 − ω), and spectral phase that is equal to e i[θs(ω)+θi(Ω0−ω)] :
where the factor of 2π originates from the symmetric definition of the Fourier transform as :
X(ω) e −iωt dω, and with P 0 being the total power (times 2π) of such a pulse with a constant spectral phase (a 'transform-limited' pulse):
where n = n s (ω) ≈ n i (Ω 0 − ω) is 2π times the average of the photon flux spectral density of the down-converted light over the bandwidth ∆ (see Eqs. (14) - (18)). Due to the normalization by P 0 we obtain:
where P e (0) = 1 is achieved for the un-shaped (transform-limited) pulse. Finally we also take not of the fact that the signals depend only on t − τ i and τ i − τ s :
Using the definitions of Eqs. (53), (52), I c (t, τ s , τ i ), I ic (t, τ s , τ i ) take the following form:
V. THE RESULTS: THE TEMPORAL AND SPECTRAL BEHAVIORS OF THE COHERENT VS.
INCOHERENT SIGNALS

A. General
Equation 55 already reveals most of the unique features of two-photon interactions induced by broadband down-converted light that were mention at the introduction. These features are presented in Figs. 1-4 . In order to present a quantitative picture of the behavior and the relative magnitudes of the coherent and incoherent signals, we assume in the following realistic physical parameters, that are similar to the experimental parameters in [39, 40] . Specifically, we assume broadband, degenerate but non-collinear down-converted light at a bandwidth of 80nm around 1033nm, and consider two-photon interactions around Ω 0 = 516.5 nm. Specifically, for TPA we assume a final-level bandwidth of γ tpa ≈ 5M Hz, and for SFG we assume a phase-matched bandwidth for up-conversion of γ uc = 0.3nm. We assume the down-converted light was generated by a pump that is a ∼ 3 ns pulse with a bandwidth of δ p = 0.01nm around 516.5nm. Such parameters are typical for Q-switched laser systems.
The first unique feature is the coherent signal's non-classical linear intensity dependence: I c ∝ n 2 + n. This behavior manifests the fact that the signal and idler modes share a single wavefunction. Figure 1 depicts this behavior of the coherent signal, compared to the quadratic intensity dependence of the incoherent signal. The relative magnitudes of the incoherent signals for SFG, TPA and coincidence events are calculated using Eqs. (68), (87) and (96), respectively (derived in the following subsections).
Note that while the dependence of the coherent signal on the flux of the down-converted photons may be linear, the response of the two-photon signal (TPA, SFG or coincidences) to attenuation of the down-converted light by linear losses (namely absorption or scattering, for example by optical filters or beam splitters) is always quadratic, as is evident from the presence of the term f avg 2 in the expressions for both the coherent and incoherent signals. This behavior is depicted by the dash-dot line in Fig. 1 , which assumes that down-converted light with average spectral photon density of n = 0.2 is being attenuated by optical filters. These results are in excellent agreement with the experimental results of SFG with entangled photons presented in [24] .
The second unique feature that appears in Eq. (55) is the pulse-like response of the coherent interaction to a relative delay between the signal and the idler, as represented by the term P e (τ i − τ s ), which is the (normalized) response of mixing two ultrashort pulses with practically the same spectra as the signal and idler. As such, P e (τ i − τ s )) is sensitive to dispersion, including the dispersion that was accumulated in the down-conversion process itself, denoted by the term e −i∆k(ω)L in the definition of P e (τ i − τ s ) (Eq. (52)). Figure 2 (c) shows a zoomed-in picture of this sharp temporal dependence of the coherent signal on relative delay between the signal and the idler beams, assuming that dispersion is either negligent or is compensated by spectral phase filters, leading to a sharp response which is exactly as if the interaction was induced by a pair of 35f s (transform-limited) pulses.
The coherent summation over the spectrum which leads to this pulse-like behavior also implies that the coherent signal can be shaped by spectral-phase manipulations, exactly like with coherent ultrashort pulses. Note that the shape of P e (τ i − τ s ) is determined by the sum of the phases applied to antisymmetric spectral components of the signal and the idler: θ s (ω) + θ i (Ω 0 − ω). This implies that if the same phase filter is applied to both the signal and the idler beams (or the same dispersive medium), only spectral phase functions that are symmetric about ic sfg and Rc ic , respectively, gray lines), assuming typical physical parameters (described in the text), represented on a logarithmic scale. This graph depicts the instantaneous peak of the signals at t = τi for one typical down-converted pulse, and shows the contrast between the sharp temporal behavior of I c , and the behavior of the incoherent signals, which is on the same ns-timescale as the pump pulse. Note that I ic tpa presents a smooth and symmetric graph, reflecting fact that the long-lived (∼ 30 ns) final atomic state integrates over the intensity variations of the pump pulse. Similarly, Rc c , which takes into account integration over the gating time T g ∼ 1 ns is more smooth than I c sfg , which represents an instantaneous parametric process. For the case assumed here of a non transform-limited 3 ns pump pulse, the ensemble average of all the incoherent signals becomes proportional to the normalized intensity-correlation function of the pump g (2) p (τi −τs), which exhibits a ∼ ×2 'bunching peak' at delays which are shorter than the pump's coherence time 2π/δp. This is shown in (b) in black, together with the instantaneous incoherent TPA signal I ic tpa (gray), which can be approximated to be proportional to g Ω 0 /2 ≈ ω p /2 would affect P e (τ i − τ s ). Figures 2(c) -(e) demonstrate how applying a spectral phase filter to the signal (or idler) spectrum leads to the same result as with coherent ultrashort pulses. This ultrashort-pulse-like behavior (including the ability to tailor it by a pulse-shaper) was demonstrated experimentally with high-power SFG in [39] , high power TPA in [40] , and with broadband entangled photons in [41] , with excellent agreement with our calculations.
Interestingly, P e (τ i − τ s ), does not depend on the specific type of the two-photon interaction, i.e. the coherent signal of TPA, SFG or coincidence events will always exhibit this ultrashort-pulse like behavior. The contrast between the temporal behavior of the coherent signal and that of the incoherent ones is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Note that Fig. 2(a) presents the instantaneous peaks of the coherent and incoherent signals at t = τ i for one, single-shot arbitrary example. As is evident, the incoherent signals (calculated for TPA, SFG and coincidence events by Eqs. (61), (79) and (95), respectively, assuming n ≫ 1) always demonstrate a temporal dependence on τ s − τ i that is on the same ns-timescale as the pump pulse.
It is important to note that the duration of such Q-switched pulses is much longer than their coherence time (which in this case is 2π/δ p ≈ 89 ps), which was their duration if they were transform-limited. Such pump pulses, for which:
can be considered a 'quasi-continuous' light, since they can be viewed as short bursts of continuous light, especially when time-scales that are shorter than τ p are considered, during which the average intensity stays roughly constant. Thus, such quasi-continuous pump pulses yield approximately the same results for I c , I ic as a continuous pump, especially when the ensemble average of many such pulses is considered. In particular, as will be shown in the next subsections, once averaged the incoherent signals all becomes proportional to the normalized second-order correlation function of the pump g (2) p (τ i − τ s ). This behavior is depicted in Fig. 2(b) , which depicts the calculated g (2) p (τ i − τ s ) together with a zoomed-in presentation of the instantaneous incoherent TPA signal I ic tpa . As is evident, even without averaging I ic tpa follows very closely g (2) p (τ i − τ s ). This is explained by the fact that the incoherent excitation of the long-lived (∼ 30 ns) final atomic state actually averages the intensity fluctuations of the pump (see Eq. (79)). When the ensemble average of many such quasi-continuous pulses is taken, the incoherent TPA signal, as well as I ic sfg and Rc ic become practically identical to g (2) p (τ i − τ s ), demonstrating the expected ×2 'bunching-peak' at delays which are shorter than the coherence length of the pump (τ s − τ i < 1/δ p ) [4] .
Another result of the temporal integration which is performed by the incoherent TPA process, is the fact that the behavior of I ic tpa (τ i − τ s ) is more smooth and symmetric than that of I ic sfg (τ i − τ s ), which represents an instantaneous process. Since coincidence measurement also includes a temporal integration over the ∼ 1 ns gatingtime of the detectors, Rc ic presents a behavior which is more smooth and symmetric than I Unlike the incoherent signals, the coherent signal's sharp behavior P e (τ i − τ s ) depends on the large-scale properties of the down-converted spectrum, and therefore its shape is not affected by shot-to-shot noise, only its relative height. Thus, we see that there are three timescales in our system. One is the duration of the pump pulse (which can be infinity for a continuous pump), the other is the coherence time of the pump which is ∼ 1/δ p (and is equal to the duration of the pump pulse, in case it is a transform-limited one), and the shortest time scale is the behavior of the coherent signal, which is on the same timescale as the coherence time of the down-converted light: 1/∆. In the case considered in Fig. 2 , the 35f s pulse-like behavior of the coherent signal stands in contrast with the temporal behavior of the down-converted light itself, which is a 3ns pulse in this case, i.e. 85,000 times longer. The effect is of course even more intriguing when continuously-pumped down-conversion is considered.
The temporally-sharp behavior of the coherent signal also stands in contrast with its equally sharp spectral behavior. More specifically, we need to distinguish between two spectral behaviors. One is the excitation-spectrum, i.e. the frequencies which are excited by the two-photon interaction. The other is the dependence of the interaction on the pump wavelength. In the case of SFG, the excitation spectrum corresponds to the spectrum of the up-converted light. In the case of TPA this spectrum corresponds to which atomic levels will be excited. By Fourier-transforming the amplitude of the coherent signal in Eq. (55) back to the frequency domain Ω of the generated signal, we see immediately that the excitation power-spectrum of the coherent signal is simply the spectral overlap between the narrowband pump and the final state, and does not reflect the broad spectra of the signal and the idler fields which induce the interaction:
This implies that if the pump bandwidth is narrower than the final state bandwidth, the excitation spectrum I c (Ω) would follow that of the narrowband pump, as is shown for SFG in Fig. 3 . In other words, the coherent signal behaves as if the pump itself was inducing the interaction. While the spectral behavior of the incoherent signal is harder to deduce out of Eq. (55), in the following we show that it is approximately that of the final state; this is shown more easily if we assume the final state is significantly broader than the pump (Eq. (61)), or the other way around (Eq. (74)). This spectral behavior of the coherent and incoherent was demonstrated experimentally in [38, 39] .
For the case of TPA, even if the pump is narrower than the final atomic state, this is not reflected in the spectrum of the fluorescence from that level, because the temporally random, incoherent emission process of the emission erases In contrast, the spectrum of the incoherent signal (gray) is as wide as the phase-matching conditions at the crystal allow it to be (γuc = 0.3nm).
the information on the exact frequency that drove the transition (especially in this limit of weak, non-stimulated interaction). However, while the excitation spectrum may not be directly accessible, the other kind of spectral behavior, i.e. the dependence of TPA on the pump wavelength, can be explored experimentally. As already evident from Eq. (55), the magnitude of the coherent signal depends on the total spectral overlap between the pump spectrum and the final state spectrum. This is shown in Fig. 4 , which considers TPA in atomic Rubidium (Rb) at the 5S 1/2 − 4D 3/2,5/2 transition. The coherent TPA rate indeed behaves as if the pump laser itself was inducing the transition (which is of course a forbidden transition for a one-photon process), demonstrating a spectral resolution of 0.01nm, almost resolving the 13.4GHz hyperfine splitting between the 4D 3/2 and the 4D 5/2 levels, even though the interaction is induced by a light with a total bandwidth that is ∼ 2000 times wider. For the sake of simplicity we ignored in Fig. 4 the hyperfine splitting of the 5S 1/2 ground-level in Rb (3GHz for Rb87, 6.8GHz for Rb85). This calculation should be compared with the experimental results of [40] (in which a wider pump bandwidth of 0.04nm and power-broadening prevented resolving the hyper-fine splitting, nonetheless demonstrating a spectral resolution that was ∼ 2000 times narrower than the down-converted bandwidth). In contrast, the incoherent signal (for SFG, TPA and of course coincidence events) is practically independent of the wavelength of the pump (see Eq. (61) for SFG and Eq. (74) for TPA). The incoherent signal responds only to the change in the down-converted power spectrum that results from the change of the pump wavelength, and so it exhibits only the very wide spectral response that is expected in an interaction that is induced by mixing of two 80nm wide incoherent beams. This can be viewed as resulting from the fact that the incoherent interaction has no knowledge of what was the wavelength of the pump that generated the down converted light, since that "information" lies only in the correlations between the spectral phases of the down-converted modes -phases that play no role in the generation of the incoherent signal.
In the following subsections we present more specific analytic expressions for the temporal behavior of the coherent and incoherent signals, performing approximations that fit various two-photon interactions. First we consider the case where the spectral width of the final state exceeds that of the pump, as is typically the case with SFG and is . The incoherent part of the TPA is practically insensitive to the pump wavelength, and since for practical power levels (n > 1) it is smaller than the coherent part by roughly δp/∆ ≈ 1/2000 (with δp, ∆ being the bandwidths of the pump and the down-converted light, respectively), it is too small to appear in this graph.
always the case with coincidence detection. Then we consider the case where the spectral width of the final state is smaller than that of the pump, as can occur with TPA. For more accurate results, and for experimental schemes that do not comply completely with the assumptions and approximations that follow, Eqs. (49) or (55) should be used. So far we have assumed that the down-converted bandwidth is significantly larger than the pump bandwidth and the final-state bandwidth (Eq. (48)). In the following derivation we consider the case where the pump bandwidth is also significantly narrower than the final-state bandwidth:
This condition allows us to simplify the expressions for both the coherent and the incoherent signals from Eq. (55) by using the following approximation:
is the temporal amplitude of the pump, leading quite immediately to:
with I p (t) = |A p (t)| 2 . To represent more accurately typical experimental conditions, we can take the ensemble average of the signals (i.e. averaging over many pulses in the case of a pulsed pump, or over time in the case of a continuous pump). In particular, if we consider a continuous pump or a quasi-continuous pump (i.e. the center part of a non-transform-limited pump pulse for which τ p ≫ 2π/δ p ), we can approximate for t − τ s , t − τ i ≪ τ p :
C. Pump bandwidth larger than the final-state bandwidth (example: TPA)
For the following derivation we assume that the final-state bandwidth γ is significantly narrower than the pump bandwidth, as may often be the case with TPA:
Assuming this, we can simplify the expressions from Eq. (55) by assuming that the spectral amplitude of the pump remains constant within spectral slices which are narrower than γ :
Additionally, in order to evaluate the incoherent TPA signal we use Parseval's theorem to obtain the following relation:
leading to:
Equations 73-74 show that in this case the spectra of both the coherent and the incoherent signals are determined by the spectrum of the final state g(ξ).
To clarify the temporal behavior of both signals, let us use
with G(t) = F −1 g(ξ) being the slowly varying envelope of the temporal response of the final state. This leads to:
Considering TPA as a probable example for the case where the final state is considerably narrower than the pump, we can substitute g(ξ) = 1 ξ+iγ . Using F −1 g(ξ) = u(t − τ i ) e −γ h (t−τi) (where u(t) is a step-function), we obtain for TPA:
If the final state is inhomogeneously broadened with an inhomogeneous bandwidth γ ih , we may use Eq. (39) to
, with ω p being the center frequency of the pump. Thus, if the same spectral filter is applied to both the signal and the idler beams, only phase functions that are symmetric about ω p /2 affect P e . Similarly, if the signal and the idler travel through the same medium, only odd orders of dispersion will have an effect on P e .
In contrast, the incoherent signal depends only on the temporal overlap between the intensities of the downconverted signal and idler beams, and so reacts to a delay between the signal and the idler on the same time-scale as the long pulses or even continuous behavior of the pump:
if the pump is narrower than the final state, or
if the final state is narrower than the pump. In both cases, if we consider the temporal average in the case of a continuous pump, or the ensemble average in the case of a quasi-continuous pump (i.e. non-transform limited pulses, for which τ p ≫ 2π/δ p , with τ p being the duration of the pulses, and δ p their bandwidth), then the average incoherent signal is proportional to the normalized second-order correlation function of the pump (for τ i − τ s ≪ τ p ):
Thus, as depicted in Fig. 2 , there are three temporal timescales in our system. The longest one is the duration of the pump pulse (which can be infinity for a continuous pump). This timescale dictates the temporal behavior of the incoherent signal as a function of the signal-idler delay. The next is the coherence time of the pump which is ∼ 1/δ p (and is equal to the duration of the pump pulse, in case it is a transform-limited one). For signal-idler delays which are shorter than this coherence time, the average of the incoherent signal is higher since the intensities of the signal and the idler become correlated, as they both reflect the intensity fluctuations of the pump. The shortest time scale is the behavior of the coherent signal, which is on the same timescale as the coherence time of the broadband down-converted light: 1/∆.
As for the spectral behavior, the coherent signal behaves as though the interaction is actually being induced by the pump itself, and not by the down-converted light. Thus, the coherent signal is induced only if the pump spectrum overlaps with the final state:
where g(ξ) represents the the spectrum of the final atomic level in TPA, or the phase-matching function for upconversion in the case of SFG, and with Ω 0 being the center frequency of the final atomic level or of the phase-matched spectrum in case of SFG. The consequences of this spectral behavior is that by scanning the pump wavelength we can perform two-photon spectroscopy with the spectral resolution of the narrowband pump, even though the interaction is induced by light that is orders of magnitude wider than the pump, and not by the pump itself (see Fig. 4 ). In the case of SFG this means that light is being up converted only at those wavelengths:
so that even if the phase matching conditions allow broadband up-conversion, I
c sfg replicates the narrow spectrum of the pump (see Fig. 3 ).
The incoherent signal, on the other hand, is insensitive to the exact wavelength of the pump that generated the down-converted light. Since the information on the original wavelength of the pump is imprinted in the phase correlations between the down-converted modes, it affects only the coherent signal I c . Accordingly, the incoherent signal is induced at all the possible frequency band of the final state of the interaction (see Fig. 3 ):
The coherent and incoherent signals also exhibit different dependencies on n, the average photon-flux spectral density, and on the bandwidth ∆ of the down-converted light. While the incoherent signal depends quadratically on n, the coherent signal includes an additional, non-classical term that depends linearly on n:
This behavior is presented in Fig. 1 .
Additionally, since the coherent signal results from coherent summation over the entire (correlated) spectra of the signal and the idler, it depends quadratically on ∆, while the incoherent signal depends only linearly on ∆ Thus, excluding the case of pump pulses that are transform-limited, the ratio between the average coherent and incoherent signals can be represented as:
where γ is the bandwidth of the final state. As long as the delay between the signal and the idler beams is smaller than 1/∆, and in the absence of odd-order dispersion, we can assign P e ≈ 1. Taking into account that typically 1 ≤ g 2 p (0) ≤ 2, we see that the coherent signal is dominant not only at low photon fluxes (n ≪ 1, i.e. at the entangled-photons regime) but also at classically-high power levels, as long as both the pump and the final state of the interaction are narrower than the down-converted bandwidth:
In the case of coincidence detection, the relatively long gating time T g of the electronic coincidence detection circuit makes the incoherent contribution to the coincidence counts rate Rc much larger:
Thus, for the coherent contribution to dominate in electronic coincidence-detection, one is restricted to very low photon fluxes (n ≪ 1).
It is important to note that in this paper we took into account only two-photon interactions that result from crossmixing of the signal and the idler fields and not from self-mixing of the signal with itself or the idler with itself. In both TPA and SFG, the cross-mixing term can be isolated spectrally if the signal and the idler are non-degenerate. In SFG, the cross-mixing term can also be isolated spatially if the down-conversion is non-collinear. However, in cases where the self-mixing term is indistinguishable from the cross-mixing terms (for example in the case of TPA with degenerate signal and idler fields, or if degenerate and collinear down conversion is considered) this has the effect of increasing the incoherent signal by a factor of two:
Naturally, the coherent signal is generated only by cross-mixing of the signal and the idler fields, and therefore is not affected by such self-mixing terms.
Finally we note again that none of the effects described in this paper is directly related to squeezing. Even the nonclassical linear intensity dependence is in fact independent of squeezing; since the coherent and incoherent signals are attenuated equally (quadratically) by such losses, this effect can be observed even in the presence of losses that would wipe out the squeezing properties completely. Moreover, while the squeezing degree grows with n and is very small for n ≤ 1, the linear term becomes less and less dominant as n grows, and is completely negligible at n ≫ 1. Furthermore, excluding the linear intensity dependence of the coherent signal, all the other effects considered in this paper are completely described within the classical framework. Indeed, such effects can be created by appropriately shaping classical pulses, so that they obtain similar anti-symmetric spectral phase correlations [52, 53] . However, the precision of these correlations in broadband down-converted light can be many orders of magnitude higher than achievable by pulse-shaping techniques [42, 43] . The unique properties of two-photon interactions induced by broadband downconverted light are therefore both interesting and applicable.
